In an effort to stress the need for more controlled reading of Hopkins' poetry, criticism of the last decade Or so has emphasized some of the misunderstanclings that may arise when we attempt to project our own attitudes and world views upon a writer whose fundamental vision may have been different from ours. A number of writers have drawn upon Thomistic, Loyolan, and Scotist philosophy, in order to relocate the poet in a theological tradition in which reality does not admit of the same proliferation of meanings that it does in our own relativistic (or pluralistic) universe.' Since these analyses restrict themselves primarily to the poet's Christian-philosophical background, however, it seems appropriate that an attempt be made as well briefly to investigate his Christian-poetic background -that is, to examine characteristic approaches of the Church Fathers to the handling of symbol and metaphor -to discover whether in this area, too, the poet is operating within fairly circumscribed, if not pre-established boundaries. Both because it centres upon a Single dominating symbol, and because it has received as varied an array of interpretations as any poem might hope to elicit, no poem of Hopkins yields so well to such an investigation as 'The Windhover. ' The hawk, of which Hopkins' windhover is a type, is rather a rara avis in the Bible. In the few places it appears, however, it is ineVitably linked to its generic relative, the eagle. In Leviticus 11 and Deuteronomy 14, the two birds figure together in the Jewish dietary laws. In Job 39 :26-7, both mount up and lIy by the wisdom of God. Both are diurnal birds of prey of the falcon family (American College Dictionary). Both are similar in appearance and lIight. In older paintings and illuminations, it is usually possible to clistinguish between them only by context. Symbolically, the two birds are given synonymous treatment in the Fathers (their implications as symbols, of course, depending upon context), since exegesis of their symbolic function focuses upon their characteristic actions rather than upon anything else. Because the eagle is more prominent in the Scriptures, however, it has provoked a more extensive body of commentary which can be fruitfully considered in addition to that on the hawk While the bird's ascending Bight after a dive is sufficient impetus for such interpretation, the eagle seemed an espeCially appropriate symhol of the Resurrection because of its legendary Phoenix-like powers of rejuvenation. In Bede's commentary on Psalm 103, we read: [Enarratio in Psalmum crr, P.L.XXXVII. The bird can thus symholize the redemption and resurrection of man, as well as the ascension of Christ. 
Because of its lofty and unwavering Hight, seemingly up to the sun itself, the bird thus becomes a symbol of the contemplative life, as well as of Christ and the Resurrection. That Hopkins' poem also concerns the contemplative life has been noted by some of its earlier critics (although apparently overlooked by their later correctors)' But here, again, critics have based their conclusions upon the humbler images of the sestet, rather than upon the windhover itself. Yet the bird, too, is fully able to sustain such implications.
Hopkins' familiarity with the Patristics is abundantly evidenced by his sennOns and devotional prose (especially Father Devlin's notes which identify the sources of Hopkins' quotations and allusions),18 and such patristic commentaries as these on the bird of prey could hardly have failed to impress themselves upon his poetic mind. They even impressed themselves upon the mind of Coventry Patmore, who alludes to one (on Matt. 24:27-8) in a letter to Hopkins: 'It is said that the Second Coming is as the lightning that shineth from the East (the Spirit) to the West (the Besh); for where the Body is there shall the Eagles (Christians, according to St Austin) be gathered together."· That Hopkins brought, consciously or otherwise, from such commentaries in the patristic tradition some of the conceptual underthought with which he informed his own bird of prey seems clear. But the essential thing to recognize as readers of his poetry is Hopkins' undeniable place in that tradition.
While When the bird Bies high above the sea, it can see fish in the water below and, descending like a whirlwind, captures its prey. The bird can gaze directly at the sun .... When the eagle grows old, its eyes are covered with mist and its wings become heavy. It seeks a fountain, then Bies above it into the region of the sun where its wings are burned and the mist consumed. Descending, the eagle plunges three times into the fountain and is wholly renewed .... With age the bird's upper beak grows so that it hinders eating. After the eagle strikes it against a stone, the beak is broken and the bird can eat again .... The allegory as presented in [Physiologus Latin"s, Versio] B states that the man who is clad in old clothing and the eyes of whose heart are covered with mist should seek the spiritual fountain of God. Unless man be baptized and raise the eyes of bis heart to the Lord who is the sun of justice, his youth will not be renewed. eagle Bies to the sun, another plunges into water, and a third holds a fish.'· Compared to the depth and complexity of a writer like Augustine or a poet like Hopkins, the bestiaries ineVitably seem simplistic in their accounts. Yet all three share in common the same approach to the employment of symbols. All focus upon characteristic aspects of the symbolic object which enable it to emblematize fundamental elements of the Christian pattern of experience. Though it is not unusual for writers to exploit the characteristic aspects of a symbolic object, where the secular writer chooses his symbols the more effectively to express ideas of his own, the writer in this tradition finds pre-existent in his symbols themselves the ideas it is already part of their function as created objects to express. The implications of his symbols are established by God. He sees, not creates them. In this limited sense he is less Vates, creating original analogies, than translator, reading the natural world to discover analogies its Creator originally established within it, and translating, simply, the language of thing into the language of word. The distinction is crucial, for it meanS that the symbols of the secular poet may indeed mean anything that he might possibly imagine, but that the symbols of the poet -such as Hopkins -in this tradition can only mean what God intended them to mean as symbolic objects in the natural (emblematic) world before the poet brought them into his poem.
With this distincition clearly in mind, we can assert upon our reading of 'The Windhover' a fruitful control for resisting some of the extraordinary vagaries of interpretation that our more subjective approach to symbolism has allowed to attach themselves to the poem. We can, for example, beware such contentions as Ivor Winters' that using a mere bird of prey to emblematize Christ is 'ludicrous and perhaps blasphemous as well:" since even the saints did the same, and for the same reasons. We can similarly beware the peculiar biographical readings of the poem that see in it a reflection of Hopkins' presumed conflicting drives towards the life of action (bird) and the life of contemplation (ashes!), since the bird clearly can be, as it has been before, a symbol itself of the contemplative life, of action of the most elevated sort. More importantly, we can sort out with greater authority what have continued to be some of the major cruces of the poem. The crucial word 'buckle: for example, has been taken to mean a fusing together in air, a fastening into the heart, or a collapsing of the bird's outspread wings. (It has also been taken to mean all three at once, an extremely tolerant, but extremely debilitating latitudinarianism that yields a sonnet which at once has a tum and does not have a tum, while positing a bird that dives at the same time that it does not dive, in an exemplum of Christian humilitas that paradoxically asks God to buckle pride into its author's heart!) In view of the comments by Gregory, Bede, and Augustine, as well as the bestiary account, however, we can see that each of the first two denotations of the word omits -as Hopkins certainly would not -one of the bird's most characteristic actions, the dive and subsequent reascent that enables it to function as symbol of Christ, Crucifixion, and Resurrection at once.
Here we can intensify the control implicit in our awareness of the patristic background by examining a statement of Hopkins in prose. The critical line reads, 'Brute beauty and valor and act, oh, air, pride, plume, here/Buckle!' It would seem to go without saying that a priest asking God to buckle pride into his heart is unlikely, but Hopkins has spoken elsewhere on the subject of pride. Here is one example:
He could not but see what he was, God, but he would see it as if he did not see it ... and behaved only as God's slave, as his creature, as man, which he also was, and then being in the guise of man humbled himself to death, the death of the cross. It is this holding of himself back ... which seems to me the root of all his holiness and the imitation of this the root of all moral good in other men.
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The poem that Hopkins will dedicate to Christ is certain to imitate the 'holding of himself back' which is the root of all Christ's holiness. This 'holding of himself back' is the brute beauty and valour and act C' "actu similis" what Christ as a fact was and did')," the buckling or humbling of air, pride, and plume. The heightening of emotional response with the words 'beauty and valor and act' comes precisely because of the altered circumstances from the bird's hovering in the octet. What was already splendid becomes a billion times told lovelier because of the brute beauty and valour and act of the bird's plunge (one thinks of Tennyson's 'and like a thunderbolt he falls' ) . The bird's flaming plunge is an especially poetic image of Christ's plunge from his position On the right hand of God the Father to manhood and death. It suggests the meteoric rapidity with which intention is made effect through act, the vast distance between the glory of God and the estate of man to which Christ humbled himself, and the meteoric splendor of an action that is the reverse of Satan's plunge 'from nOon to dewy eve' because self-initiated, the effect of humility, not Satanic pride, and fraught with the promise of an equally splendid rise. And this sudden shift in movement, in meaning, and in intensity comes, as it must, precisely at the turn to the sestet.
Father Shea has amply demonstrated the relationship of this plunge to the plunging of plow and embers further on in the sestet, and showed that only such a reading permits sustained interpretation on four levels at once. We have already considered the bird in its relation to the exegetical tradition. Not surprisingly, however, the embers and other elements of Hopkins' poem can also be found in analogous use in that tradition. To examine even briefly the implications of all of Hopkins' symbols in relation to this tradition would be an extensive task, but the rea<ier may be referred for suggestive comparisons to any of the patristic commentaries upon Ezekiel (Bede's is perhaps the most approachable). It is an interesting coincidence that most of the other potential symbols in 'The Windhover' (such as wind, cloud, fire, rings, embers, bow) occur in some form as well in the same lirst chapter of Ezekiel which produced some of our patristic comments relating the eagle to Christ, Resurrection, and contemplative life.
H [bow-bend - the arc is key to the symbolism] that is in the cloud in the day of rain, so was the appearance of the brightness round ahout. This was the appearance of the glory of the Lord. And when I saw it, I fen down upon my face.
Considering the fact that Ezekiel's vision is a prelude to a call to service ('And he said unto me, Son of man, I send thee to the children of Israel' Ezekiel 2: 3), and that Hopkins' poem was written four months prior to his ordination, and considering as well that Hopkins' dedication of the poem to Christ is certainly an indication of the poem's limited function as a part of that much larger dedication of his life to the service of Christ, the confluence of similar symbolic elements in each vision of the glory of the Lord is particularly suggestive. Equally suggestive are the facts that the Latin word for the spiralling motion of birds in the air ( Hopkins' 'rung upon the rein of a wimpling wing') is gyrus (a word used also for the curveting of horses and hence for horse training -HopkinS' 'rein'), and that Bede in his commentary on Ezekiel's vision of the glory of God notes that every such vision contains the gyrus : 'Expleta vera omni mystica visione, subjungit ... Hic erat aspectus splendoris per gyrum, et haec visio similitudinis gloriae Domini' (P.L.Lxxvr.868).24 Hopkins can dedicate to Christ what he feels to be the best thing he ever wrote precisely because it contains just such a vision of the glory of God.
Thus, wherever we turn in the Christian tradition seeking precedents for Hopkins' exploitation of symbols, we find analogous habits of mind in interpreting symbolically the natural objects of an emblematic universe. Hopkins is clearly part of a tradition whose continuity extends over the centuries. Once we recognize his undeniable place in that tradition, we will have a fruitful control for our own reading that will render him a less mystifying, but a much more satisfactorily meaningful poet. Subsequent references to the Patrologia will take the form P.L.CXI.244. The Latin reads: 'the divinity of the Son of God.' 3 'The eagle is Christ ... because Christ never ceases to admonish his diSCiples, so that they advance from virtue to virtue.' 4 'By the grace of God, we strip off the old man. There is something worth noting about hawks -because each year the hawk casts off its old plumage, producing a new one, and it moults incessantly .... Why then is the hawk moulting in the south, if it is not because each of the holy, struck by the breath of the Holy Spirit. becomes thoroughly warmed, and, casting off old practices, takes the form of the new man?' 'Does the hawk moult by thy wisdom? so in the wisdom of God, which is Christ, the new man is gradually renewed, and accustomed through usage to heavenly 5 things.' 6 'So, then, the hawk moults when it stretches its wings to the south. because then each person puts on the feathers of virtue when he lays his thoughts before the Holy Spirit in confession .... Indeed, the domestic hawk is a spiritual father, who. as often as the wiJd (hawk) captures birds, so often brings the non-Christian to conversion through preaching .... He truly Hies to the right who with the total disposition of his mind longs for t1lln~ eternal. Therein the hawk captures the dove; that is, anyone who changes for the better receives the grace of the Holy Spirit. ... The rod of the hawk shows us the rectitude of a straignt life .... The jess, by which the hawk is bound to the rod, is the mortification of the 8esh.' 7 'Certainly everyone who has fallen upon mortal sin could not un£ttingly be called a corpse .... Because, then, each holy prophet considers where the sinners are and Hies thither anxiously, to present the vivifying light to those cast down in mortal sin, well may it be said of this eagle: Wherever the corpse would be, immediately he is there.' 8 'the incarnate Lord. quickly hastening across the depths, and then seeking again the heights.' 9 'even He who, ascending to heaven after his own resurrection, was elevated in the highest as the eagle.' 10 'On account of 01d age, the upper beak of the eagle grows over the lower to such an extent, that it can neither open its mouth, nor restore itself, and SO weakens from lack of food . In such distress it seeks a sharp rock, and crushes the growth of its beak for awhile against the rock until it is able to restore itself, and then it regains both the sleekness of its feathers and the vigor of its strength.' 11 'It signified, indeed, our resurrection .... And this, consequently, because it has been said of the eagle: the eagle is restored not to immortality, we, however, to etemallife; but yet on that account a simile is thereby drawn, since whatever obstructs us, our
